A key challenge in crowdsourcing is inferring the ground truth from noisy and unreliable data. To do so, existing approaches rely on collecting redundant information from the crowd, and aggregating it with some probabilistic method. However, oftentimes such methods are computationally inefficient, are restricted to some specific settings, or lack theoretical guarantees. In this paper, we revisit the problem of binary classification from crowdsourced data. Specifically we propose Streaming Bayesian Inference for Crowdsourcing (SBIC), a new algorithm that does not suffer from any of these limitations. First, SBIC has low complexity and can be used in a real-time online setting. Second, SBIC has the same accuracy as the best state-of-the-art algorithms in all settings. Third, SBIC has provable asymptotic guarantees both in the online and offline settings.
Introduction
Crowdsourcing works by collecting the annotations of large groups of human workers, typically through an online platform like Amazon Mechanical Turk 1 or Figure Eight. 2 On one hand, this paradigm can help process high volumes of small tasks that are currently difficult to automate at an affordable price (Snow et al., 2008) . On the other hand, the open nature of the crowdsourcing process gives no guarantees on the quality of the data we collect. Leaving aside malicious attempts at thwarting the result of the crowdsourcing process (Downs et al., 2010) , even well-intentioned crowdworkers can report incorrect answers (Ipeirotis et al., 2010 ).
Thus, the success of a crowdsourcing project relies on our ability to reconstruct the ground-truth from the noisy data we collect. This challenge has attracted the attention of the research community which has explored a number of algorithmic solutions. Some authors focus on probabilistic inference on graphical methods, including the early work of Dawid and Skene (1979) on EM estimation, variational inference Liu et al., 2012) and belief propagation (Karger et al., 2014) . These techniques are stable in most settings, easy to generalise to more complex models (e.g. (Kim and Ghahramani, 2012) ), but generally require several passes over the entire dataset to converge and lack theoretical guarantees. In contrast, other authors have turned to tensor factorisation (Dalvi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016) and the method of moments (Bonald and Combes, 2017) . This choice yields algorithms with tractable theoretical behaviour, but the assumptions required to do so restrict them to a limited number of settings.
At the same time, there have been several calls to focus on how we sample the data from the crowd, rather than how we aggregate it Barowy et al., 2012; Simpson and Roberts, 2014; Manino et al., 2018) . All of these end up recommending some form of adaptive strategy, which samples more data on the tasks where the crowd is disagreeing the most. Employing one of these strategies improves the final accuracy of the crowdsourcing system, but requires the ability to work in an online setting. Thus, in order to perform crowdsourcing effectively, our algorithms must be computationally efficient.
In this paper, we address these research challenges on the problem of binary classification from crowdsourced data, and make the following contributions to the state of the art.:
• We introduce Streaming Bayesian Inference for Crowdsourcing (SBIC), a new algorithm based on approximate variational Bayes. This algorithm comes in two variants. • The first, Fast SBIC, has similar computational complexity to the quick majority rule, but delivers more than an order of magnitude higher predictive accuracy. • The second, Sorted SBIC, is more computationally intensive, but delivers state-of-the-art predictive accuracy in all settings. • We quantify the asymptotic performance of SBIC in both the offline and online setting analytically. Our theoretical bounds closely match the empirical performance of SBIC.
The paper is structured in the following way. In Section 2 we introduce the most popular model of crowdsourced classification, and the existing aggregation methods. In Section 3 we present the SBIC algorithm in its two variants. In Section 4 we compute its asymptotical accuracy. In Section 5 we compare its performance with the state of the art on both synthetic and real-world datasets. In Section 6 we conclude and outline possible future work.
Preliminaries
Existing works in crowdsourced classification are mostly built around the celebrated Dawid-Skene model (Dawid and Skene, 1979) . In this paper we adopt its binary, or one-coin variant, which has received considerable attention from the crowdsourcing community (Liu et al., 2012; Karger et al., 2014; Bonald and Combes, 2017; Manino et al., 2018) . The reason for this is that it allows to study the fundamental properties of the crowdsourcing process, without dealing with the peculiarities of more complex scenarios. Furthermore, generalising to the multi-class case is usually straightforward (e.g. (Gao et al., 2016) ).
The one-coin Dawid-Skene model
According to this model, the objective is to infer the binary ground-truth class y i = {±1} of a set tasks M , with i ∈ M . To do so, we can interact with the crowd of workers N , and ask them to submit a set of labels X = {x ij }, where j ∈ N is the worker's index. We have no control on the availability of the workers, and we assume that we interact with them in sequential fashion. Thus, at each time step t a single worker j = a(t) becomes available, gets assigned to a task i and provides the label x ij = ±1 in exchange for a unitary payment. We assume that we can collect an average of R ≤ |N | labels per task, for a total budget of T = R|M | labels. With slight abuse of notation, we set x ij = 0 for any missing task-worker pairs, so that we can treat X as a matrix when needed. On a similar note, we use M j to denote the set of tasks executed by worker j, and N i for the set of workers on task i. Furthermore, we use the superscript t (e.g. X t ) to denote the information visible up to time t.
A key feature of the one-coin Dawid-Skene model is that each worker has a fixed probability È(x ij = y i ) = p j of submitting a correct label. That means that the workers behave like independent random variables (conditioned on the ground-truth y i ), and their accuracy p j remains stable over time and across different tasks.
Sampling the data
When interacting with the crowd, we need to decide which tasks to allocate the incoming workers to. The sampling policy π we use to make these allocations has a considerable impact on the final ac-curacy of our predictions, as demonstrated by Manino et al. (2018) . The existing literature provides us with the following two main options.
Uniform Sampling (UNI). This policy allocates the same number of workers |N i | ≈ T /|M | to each task i (rounded to the closest integer). The existing literature does not usually specify how this policy is implemented in practice (e.g (Karger et al., 2014; Manino et al., 2018) ). In this paper we assume a round-robin implementation, where we ensure that no worker is asked to label the same task twice:
where M t a(t) is the set of tasks labelled by the currently available worker j = a(t) so far.
Uncertainty Sampling (US). A number of policies proposed in the literature are adaptive, in that they base their decisions on the data collected up to time t Barowy et al., 2012; Simpson and Roberts, 2014) . In this paper we focus on the most common of them, which consist of greedily choosing the task with the largest uncertainty at each time-step t. More formally, assume that we have a way to estimate the posterior probability on the ground-truth y given the current data X t . Then, we can select the task to label as follows:
Compared to uniform sampling, this second policy is provably better (Manino et al., 2018) . However, it can only be implemented in an online setting, when we have estimates of the posterior on y at every t. Producing such estimates in real time is an open challenge. Current approaches are based on simple heuristics like the majority voting rule (Barowy et al., 2012) .
We study the theoretical and empirical performance of SBIC under these two policies in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.
Aggregating the data
Given a (partial) dataset X t as input, there exist several methods in the literature to form a prediction y over the ground-truth classes y of the tasks. The simplest is the aforementioned majority voting rule (MAJ), which forms its predictions asŷ i = sign{ j∈Ni x ij }, where ties are broken at random.
Alternatively, we can resort to Bayesian methods, which infer the value of the latent variables y and p by estimating their posterior probability È(y, p|X, θ) given the observed data X and prior θ. In this regard, Liu et al. (2012) propose an approximate variational mean-field algorithm (AMF) and show its similarity to the original expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithm of Dawid and Skene (1979) . Conversely, Karger et al. (2014) propose a belief-propagation algorithm (KOS) on a spammer-hammer prior, and show its connection to matrix factorisation. Both these algorithms require several iterationd on the whole dataset X to converge to their final predictions. As another option, we can directly estimate the value of the posterior by Montecarlo Sampling (MC) (Kim and Ghahramani, 2012) , even though this is usually more expensive computationally than the former two techniques.
Finally, there have been attempts at applying the frequentist approach to crowdsourcing (Dalvi et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016; Bonald and Combes, 2017) . The resulting algorithms have tractable theoretical properties, but put strong constraints on the rank and sparsity of the task-worker matrix X, which limit their range of applicability. For completeness, we include in our experiments of Section 5 the Triangular Estimation algorithm (TE) recently proposed in (Bonald and Combes, 2017) .
The SBIC algorithm
In this section we introduce Streaming Bayesian Inference for Crowdsourcing (SBIC) and discuss the ideas behind it. Then, we present two variants of this method, which we call Fast SBIC and Sorted SBIC. These prioritise two different goals: namely, computational speed and predictive accuracy. Figure 1 : A graphical representation of the SBIC algorithm.
The overarching goal in Bayesian inference is estimating the posterior probability È(y, p|X t , θ) on the latent variables y and p given the data we observed so far X t and the prior θ. With this piece of information, we can form our current predictionsŷ t on the task classes by looking at the marginal probability over each y i as follows:
Unfortunately the marginal in Equation 3 is computationally intractable in general. In fact, just summing È(y, p|X t , θ) over all vectors y that contain a specific y i has exponential time complexity in |M |. To overcome this issue, we turn to a mean-field variational approximation as done before in (Liu et al., 2012; Kim and Ghahramani, 2012) . This allows us to factorise the posterior as follows:
where the factors µ t i correspond to each task i and the factors ν t j to each worker j. Our work diverges from the standard variational mean field paradigm (Murphy, 2012) in that we use a novel method to optimise the factors µ t and ν t . Previous work minimises the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between the two sides of Equation 4 by running an expensive coordinate descent algorithm with multiple passes over the whole dataset X t (Liu et al., 2012; Kim and Ghahramani, 2012) . Instead, we aim at achieving a similar result by taking a single optimisation step after observing each new data point. This yields quicker updates to µ t and ν t , thus allowing us to run our algorithm online.
More specifically, the core ideas of the SBIC algorithm are the following. First, assume that the prior on the worker accuracy is p j ∼ Beta(α, β). This assumption is standard in Bayesian statistics, since the Beta distribution is the conjugate prior of a Bernoulli-distributed random variable (Murphy, 2012) . Second, initialise the task factors µ 0 to their respective prior È(y i = +1) = q, that is µ 0 i (+1) = q and µ 0 i (−1) = 1 − q for all i ∈ M . 3 Then, upon observing a new label at time t, update the factor ν t j corresponding to the current available worker j = a(t) only. Thanks to the properties of the KL divergence, ν t j is still Beta-distributed:
where M t j is the set of tasks labelled by worker j up to time t. Next, we update the factor µ i corresponding to the task we observed the new label x ij on:
Finally, we can inspect the factors µ t and form our predictions on the task classes asŷ t i = argmax ℓ∈{±1} {µ t i (ℓ)}. Note that we setp t j = pj {ν t j } in Equation 6. An exact optimisation step would requirep t j = exp pj {log(ν t j )} instead. However, the first-order approximation we use has a negligible impact on the accuracy of the inference, as demonstrated in (Liu et al., 2012) .
We summarise the high-level behaviour of the SBIC algorithm in the explanatory sketch of Figure 1 . There, it is easy to see that SBIC falls under the umbrella of the Streaming Variational Bayes framework (Broderick et al., 2013) : in fact, at each time step t we trust our current approximations µ t and Algorithm 1 Fast SBIC Input: dataset X, availability a, policy π, prior θ Output:
ν t to be close to the exact posterior, and we use their values to inform the next local updates. From another point of view, SBIC is a form of constrained variational inference, where the constraints are implicit in the local steps we make in Equations 5 and 6, as opposed to an explicit alteration of the KL objective. Finally, the sequential nature of the SBIC algorithm means that its output is deeply influenced by the order in which we process the dataset in X. By altering its ordering, we can optimise SBIC for different applications, as we show in the next two Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
Fast SBIC
Recall that crowdsourcing benefits from an online approach, since it allows the deployment of an adaptive sampling strategy which can greatly improve the predictive accuracy (see Section 2.2). Thus, our main goal here is computational speed, which we achieve by keeping the natural ordering of the set X unaltered.
We call the resulting algorithm Fast SBIC, and show its pseudocode in Algorithm 1. There, we use the following computational tricks. First, we express the value of each factor µ t i in terms of its log-odds. Accordingly, Equation 6 becomes:
This has both the advantage of converting the chain of products into a summation, and removing the need of normalising the factors µ t i . Second, we can use the current log-odds z t to compute the worker accuracy estimate as follows:
Thanks to the additive nature of Equation 7, we can quickly update the log-odds z t as we observe new labels. More in detail, in Line 1 of Algorithm 1 we set z 0 i to its prior value. Then, for every new label x ij , we estimate the mean accuracy of worker j given the current value of z t (see Line 5), and add its contribution to the log-odds on task i (see Line 6). In the end (Line 7), we compute the final predictions by selecting the maximum-a-posteriori classŷ
is the maximum number of labels per worker. This makes it particularly efficient in an online setting, e.g. under an adaptive collection strategy, since it takes only O(L) operations to update its estimates after observing a new label. In Section 5 we show that its computational speed is on par with the simple majority voting scheme.
Sorted SBIC
In an offline setting, or when more computational resources are available, we have the opportunity of trading off some of the computational speed of Fast SBIC in exchange for better predictive accuracy. We can do so by running multiple copies of the algorithm in parallel, and presenting them the labels in X in different orders. We show the implementation of this idea in Algorithm 2, which we call Sorted SBIC.
The intuition behind the algorithm is the following. When running Fast SBIC, the estimatesμ t and ν t are very close to their prior in the first rounds. As time passes, two things change. First, we have more information since we observe more data points. Second, we run more updates on each factor Algorithm 2 Sorted SBIC Input: dataset X, availability a, policy π, prior θ Output:
for u = 1 to t do 10:
Because of these, the estimatesμ t andν t become closer and closer to their ground-truth values. As a result, we get more accurate predictions on a specific task i when the corresponding subset of labels is processed towards the end of the collection process (t ≈ T ), rather than the beginning (t ≈ 0).
We exploit this property in Sorted SBIC by keeping a separate view of the log-odds s k for each task k ∈ M (see Line 1). Then, every time we observe a new label x ij we update the views for all tasks k except the one we observed the label on (see Lines 5-7). We skip it because we want to process the corresponding label x ij at the end. Note that in Line 6 we compute a different estimatep k j for each task k = i. This is because we are implicitly running |M | copies of Fast SBIC, and each copy can only see their correponding information stored in s k .
Finally, we need to process all the labels we skipped. If we are running Sorted SBIC offline, we only need to do so once at the end of the collection process. Conversely, in an online setting we need to repeat the same procedure at each time step t. Lines 8-13 contain the corresponding pseudocode. Notice how we compute the estimatesp i j by looking at all the tasks M t j labelled by worker j except for task i itself. This is because we skipped the corresponding label x ij in the past, and we are processing it right now.
The implementation of Sorted SBIC presented in Algorithm 2 runs in O(|M |T L) time, which is a factor |M | slower than Fast SBIC since we are running |M | copies of it in parallel. By sharing the views s k across different tasks, we can reduce the complexity to O(log(|M |)T L). However, this is only possible if the algorithm is run in an offline setting, where the whole dataset X is known in advance. This additional time complexity comes with improved predictive accuracy. In Sections 4 and 5 we quantify such improvement both theoretically and empirically.
Theoretical analysis
In this section we study the predictive performance of SBIC from the theoretical perspective. As is the norm in the crowdsourcing literature, we establish an exponential relationship between the probability of an error and the average number of labels per task R = T /|M | in the form È(ŷ i = y i ) ≤ exp(−cR + o(1)). Computing the constant c is not trivial as its value depends not only on the properties of the crowd and the aggregation algorithm, but also the collection policy π we use (see Section 2.2). In this regard, previous results are either very conservative (Karger et al., 2014; Manino et al., 2018) , or assume a large number of labels per worker so that the estimates of p are close to their ground-truth value (Gao et al., 2016) .
Here, we take a different approach and provide exponential bounds that are both close to the empirical performance of SBIC, and valid for any number of labels per worker. We achieve this by focusing on the asymptotic case, where we assume that the predictions of SBIC are converging to the ground-truth after observing a large enough number of labels. More formally: Definition 1. For any small ǫ > 0, define t ′ as the minimum size of the dataset X, such that µ t ′ i (y i ) ≥ 1 − ǫ for any task i ∈ M with high probability.
For any larger dataset, when t ≥ t ′ the term µ t i (x ij ) is very close to the indicator Á(x ij = y i ).
As a consequence, we can replace the worker accuracy estimates in Equation 6 withp t j = (k t j + α)/(|M t j | + α + β), where k t j is the number of correct answers. With this in mind, we can establish the following bound on the performance of SBIC under the UNI policy: Theorem 1. For a crowd of workers with accuracy p j ∼ Beta(α, β), L labels per worker, R labels per task, the probability of an error under the UNI policy is bounded by:
where F (L, α, β) depends on the variant of SBIC we use. For Sorted SBIC we have:
whereL = L − 1, and the probability of observing k is:
For Fast SBIC we have instead:
For reasons of space, we only present the intuition behind Theorem 1 here (the full proof is in Appendix A). First, È(k|L, α, β) is the probability of observing a worker with accuracy p j ∼ Beta(α, β) produce k correct labels over a total ofL labels. Second, the square root term converges to the corresponding term 2 p j (1 − p j ) in (Gao et al., 2016) when the estimatesp t j become close to their ground-truth value p j . Finally, the constant F f ast is averaged overL ∈ [0, L − 1] as this is the number of past labels we use to form each worker's estimatep t j during the execution of Fast SBIC.
Similarly, for the US policy we have the following theorem: Theorem 2. For a crowd of workers with accuracy p j ∼ Beta(α, β), L labels per worker, an average of R labels per task, and |M | → ∞, the probability of an error under the US policy is bounded by:
where G(L, α, β) depends on the variant of SBIC we use. For Sorted SBIC we have:
A full proof of Theorem 2 is in Appendix A. Here, note that the logarithm term corresponds to the log-odds of a worker with accuracyp t j , and the right-most term is the expected value of a new label x ij provided by said worker.
In practice, both variants of SBIC reach the asymptotic regime described in Definition 1 for fairly small values of R. As an example, in Figure 2 we compare our theoretical results with the empirical performance of SBIC on synthetic data. There, we can see how the slope we predict in Theorems 1 and 2 closely matches the empirical decay in prediction error of SBIC. This in contrast with the corresponding state-of-the-art results in (Manino et al., 2018) , which apply to any state-of-the-art probabilistic inference algorithm (i.e. not MAJ) but are significantly more conservative.
Empirical analysis
In this section we compare the empirical performance of SBIC with the state-of-the-art algorithms listed in Section 2.3. Our analysis includes synthetic data, real-world data and a discussion on time complexity. For reasons of space, we report the details of the algorithm implementations and experiment parameters in Appendix B. Synthetic data. First, we run the algorithms on synthetic data. With this choice we can make sure that the assumptions of the underlying one-coin Dawid-Skene model are met. In turn, this allows us to compare the empirical performance of SBIC with the theoretical results in Section 4.
To do so, we extract workers from a distribution p j ∼ Beta(4, 3) , representing a non-uniform population with large variance. Crucially, the mean of this distribution is above 1 2 , thus ensuring that the crowd is biased towards the correct answer. Additionally, we set the number of tasks to M = 1000 and the number of labels per worker to L = 10. This represents a medium-sized crowdsourcing project with a high worker turnout. Finally, we run EM, AMF, MC and SBIC with parameters α and β matching the distribution of p j . Conversely, MAJ and KOS do not require any extra parameter. We omit the results for TE since in this setting the task-worker matrix X is too sparse for the algorithm to produce non-random predictions.
In Figures 2a and 2b we show the results obtained under the UNI and US sampling policies respectively. For reference, we also plot the bounds of Theorems 1 and 2 up to an arbitrary o(1) constant (see Section 4 for the related discussion). As expected, the performance of all algorithms under the US policy greatly improves with respect to the UNI policy. Also, notice how MAJ is consistently outperformed by the other algorithms in this setting (this is not the case on real-world data, as we show below). Additionally, both variants of SBIC perform well, with Sorted SBIC achieving state-of-the-art performance under the UNI policy and matching the computationally-expensive MC algorithm under the US policy. Interestingly, Fast SBIC is asymptotically competitive as well, but suffers from an almost constant performance gap (in logarithmic scale). Finally, both EM and AMF tend to lose their competitiveness as the number of labels per task R increases. This is due to their inability to form unbiased estimates of the workers' accuracy with few labels per worker. Under the US policy this may lead to poor sampling behaviour, which explains the lack of improvement in predictive accuracy for R > 40 in Figure 2b .
Time complexity. As we show in our experiments on synthetic data, all algorithms benefit from an adaptive sampling strategy. However, in order to deploy such policy we need to be able to update our estimates in real time, and only the MAJ and Fast SBIC algorithms are capable of that. To prove this point, we measure the average time the algorithms take to complete the simulations presented in Figure 2b , i.e. when used in conjunction with the US policy. We plot the results in Figure 3 . Note how Fast SBIC matches MAJ in terms of computational speed, whereas all the other algorithms are orders of magnitude slower. This makes Fast SBIC the only viable alternative to MAJ for the online setting, particularly because it can deliver superior predictive accuracy.
Real-world data. Second, we consider the 5 publicly available dataset listed in Table 1 , which come with binary annotations and ground-truth values. For more information on the datasets see (Snow et al., 2008; Lease and Kazai, 2011) . The performance of the algorithms is reported in Table 2 . There we run EM, AFM, MC and SBIC with the generic prior α = 2, β = 1 and q = 1 2 as proposed in Liu et al. (2012) . Additionally, we include the triangular estimation (TE) algorithm from Bonald and Combes (2017) , since it outputs non-random predictions on most of the aforementioned datasets. Interestingly, the MAJ algorithm performs quite well and achieves the best score on the Ducks and TEMP datasets. This confirms the practitioner's knowledge that majority voting is a robust and viable algorithms in most settings. Unsurprisingly, TE achieves its best score on the Birds dataset, which has a full task-worker matrix X. On the contrary, its predictions are almost random on the TREC dataset, which has a low number of labels per worker. Finally, both variants of SBIC match the performance of the other state-of-the-art Bayesian algorithms (EM, AFM, MC), with Sorted SBIC achieving the best score on RTE, and EM on both RTE and TREC. More importantly, Fast SBIC is always close to the other algorithms, making a strong case for its computationally efficient approach to Variational Bayes.
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed Streaming Bayesian Inference for Crowdsourcing, a new method to infer the ground-truth from binary crowdsourced data. This method combines strong theoretical guarantees, state-of-the-art accuracy and computational efficiency. The latter makes it the only viable alternative to majority voting when real-time decisions need to be made in an online setting. We plan to extend these techniques to the multi-class case as our future work.
all instances of the crowd p and the estimatesp. Specifically, the expectation of Equation 23 yields the following:
where X j is the subset of labels provided by worker j except for x ij , and pj |Xj {p j } =p j by definition becausep j is the exact mean of the posterior of a beta-distributed Bernoulli variable with |X j | observations.
Finally, we can compute the value of the remaining expectation over X j by considering how the output of each worker is used in our algorithms. In Sorted SBIC, each worker providesL = L − 1 labels on tasks other than i, before casting their final vote on task i. As a consequence we have:
where the probability of observing k correct answers out ofL can be computed according to the prior p j ∼ Beta(α, β) , and leads to the result in the theorem.
In contrast, the Fast SBIC algorithm computes the estimatesp j on a number of labels across the range [0, L − 1] in equal proportions. We can compute the expectation over X j for each of these values separately according to Equation 25, and then take the average. The result of this operation yields the formula for F f ast (L, α, β) shown in the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 2. From the perspective of a single task i, the US policy operates in short bursts of activity, as i keeps receiving new labels until it is no longer the most uncertain one. We define z T ≡ max t {min i {|z i |}} as the largest threshold that all tasks have crossed at some point of the collection process. In this respect, we can model the evolution of the log-odds z t i as a bounded random walk, which starts from the prior value z 0 i = w q where w q = log(q/(1 − q)), and ends when z t i leaves the interval (−z T , +z T ). Given this, let us assume that we can fix the threshold z T > |w q | and then collect as many labels as needed in order to cross it. We denote the log-odds after crossing the threshold as z r i , where z r i ∈ (−z T , +z T ), and the log-odds at the step before as z r−1 i . According to this definition, r is a stopping time since it is uniquely defined by the information collected before step r. Thus, we can use Wald's equation to link the expected value of z r i and the stopping time r:
where w j = log(p j /(1 −p j )) is the weight associated to each worker.
Recall, however, that z r i is the sum of r i.i.d random variables, and that z r−1 i ∈ (−z T , +z T ) by definition. As a consequence, we can further bound the expected value of z r i (conditioned on the ground-truth y i ) as follows: , we can derive the following bounds on the expected number of steps r we need to reach the threshold z T :
where we used the fact that {x ij w j |y i = −1} = − {x ij w j |y i = +1}. And finally:
At the same time, we also know that the random walks on the |M | tasks are independent, and that the variance of r for a bounded random walk with i.i.d. steps is finite. Therefore, as |M | → ∞ the total number of steps required to cross the threshold on all the tasks will converge to its expected value, i.e. T → |M | {r}. This property allows us to substitute {r} = T /|M | = R and get a bound on the value of the threshold z T given the average number of labels per task R:
Having a value for the threshold z T is crucial because it relates to the probability of a classification error. In fact, under the assumption that p j ∼ Beta(α, β) and µ i (y i ) → 1, our estimates of the workers' accuracy satisfy the condition pj |Xj {p j } =p j . Thus, we can establish the following equality:
and now, since we know that |z i | > z T , we can use Equation 32 to bound the probability of an error as follows:
Finally, we can compute the expected value of x ij w j over the true and estimated accuracy p j ,p j of each worker. The results depends on how the individual variant of SBIC computes the estimatesp. In Sorted SBIC, each worker providesL = L − 1 labels on tasks other than i, before casting their final vote on task i. As a consequence we have:
where the last term takes into account the value of x ij , the logarithm the value of w j , and the probability of observing k correct answers out ofL can be computed according to the prior p j ∼ Beta(α, β), and leads to the result in the theorem.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, the value G f ast (L, α, β) for the Fast SBIC algorithm can be derived from Equation 35 as shown in the statement of the present theorem.
Appendix B -experimental setup
In this appendix we list the implementation choices and parameter values we used in our experimental setup. We begin with a description of the data we use in Section 5.
Synthetic data. Given the values of |M |, L and R, we generate a crowd of |N | = |M |R/L workers by extracting them from the distribution p j ∼ Beta(α, β) . Then, for each worker j we extract L answers according to their true accuracy p j and the ground-truth y which we set by convention to y i = +1, ∀i. The assignment of the labels to the task is chosen at runtime according to the policy π selected for the experiment. For each tuple (R, L, π, algorithm) we run multiple experiments until we have 1000 runs that produced at least one classification error and we average the result. In this way, we can have low-variance estimates of the probability of an error even for large R. The error bars reported in Figure 1 are computed with the Agresti-Coull method (Brown et al., 2001) set at 99% confidence, and their value is as small as 10 −5 (which makes them barely visible in our plots).
Time complexity. This set of experiments uses the same parameters of the synthetic data ones under the US policy. The only exception is that we average the execution time of the algorithms over 10 runs, and we report the empirical mean and standard deviation. The EM and AMF algorithms share the same implementation (albeit different parameters, as we explain below), and thus take the same time to execute.
Real-world data. We run the algorithms on the full datasets. Since Fast SBIC and Sorted SBIC are affected by the order in which they process the data, we shuffle the datasets and repeat the inference 100 times. Similarly, since MC is a stochastic algorithm, we repeat the sampling 100 times with different seeds. The results reported in Table 2 are the average of these runs.
Next, we list the details of the inference algorithms.
MAJ. We use a straightforward implementation of majority voting. Under the US policy, we use the partial sum of votes j∈Ni x ij as an indication of uncertainty.
AMF. For experiments on fully-observed data or in conjunction with the UNI policy, we initialise the worker estimates to their mean prior valuep = α/(α+β) and run 50 iterations of the algorithm to ensure convergence. For adaptive settings in conjunction with the US policy, we run 4 iterations after collecting each new label x ij to update the current estimates. At the end of the collection process we run 50 iterations from scratch. As for MC and SBIC, we use a matching prior α = 4, β = 3 for synthetic data, a generic prior α = 2, β = 1 for real-world data, and q = 1 2 for all experiments.
EM. This algorithm shares the same implementation of AMF. The only difference is that we usē α = α − 1 andβ = β − 1 for the workers' prior. As explained in (Liu et al., 2012) , this forces the algorithm to compute the mode rather than the mean of the posterior worker accuracy.
KOS. We implement the algorithm as a power law iteration with alternating steps w = Xz and z = Xw, where w = (w 1 , . . . , w |N | ) are the worker weights and z are the task log-odds. This is the setup recommended by Karger et al. (2014) to achieve maximum performance, as opposed to the more theoretical-sound belief propagation algorithm. We initialise z to its majority voting value, and normalise the result at every iteration to prevent numerical explosion. For synthetic data (both under the UNI and US policies), we run only 5 power law iterations before producing the final estimates, as we found this yields better accuracy. For real-data we let the algorithm run for 100 iterations to reach convergence instead.
MC.
We use two different implementation of this algorithm. For experiments on fully-observed data or in conjunction with the UNI policy, we use Gibbs Sampling (Murphy, 2012). We initialise the chain according to the prior, and then update the variables p, y for 500 steps and take the average across all of the samples. For experiments under the US policy, this setup is too slow. Thus, we implement a particle filter (Chopin, 2002) with 50 particles extracted according to the prior on y. We marginalise over the workers' accuracy p to reduce the state space. After each new label x ij is received, we update the weights of the particles according to importance sampling. Every 10 labels we perform a full Gibbs step over all the particles and reinitialise the weights to 1. Across all experiments on synthetic data, we use a matching prior with α = 4 and β = 3. For real-world data the prior is unknown, thus we use a generic setup with α = 2 and β = 1 as suggested for Bayesian methods in (Liu et al., 2012) . Finally, we use q = 1 2 for all experiments.
SBIC. We use a straightforward implementation of the algorithms presented in Sections 3.1 and 3.2. As for MC and AMF, we use a matching prior α = 4, β = 3 for synthetic data, a generic prior α = 2, β = 1 for real-world data, and q = 1 2 for all experiments.
TE. We use a straightforward implementation of the algorithm in (Bonald and Combes, 2017) . No parameters are required to run this algorithm.
